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Exercise 1. Let A be an algebra.

(a) Show that the multiplication (a, λ) · (b, µ) := (ab+λb+µa, λµ) turns the vector space
A⊕ C into a unital algebra, denoted by A+.

(b) Show that if A is unital, then the algebra A+ from part (a) is isomorphic to A⊕C as
an algebra.

(c) Suppose additionally that A is a ∗-algebra. Show that the ∗-operation (a, λ)∗ := (a∗, λ)
turns A+ into a ∗-algebra.

(d) Suppose additionally that A is a C∗-algebra. Show that then A+ is a C∗-algebra. In
other words, there exists a unique complete norm on the ∗-algebra A+ satisfying the
C∗-identity.

Exercise 2. Prove the non-unital version of the Gelfand-Naimark theorem: For any com-
mutative C∗-algebra A, there exists a locally compact Hausdorff space X and an isometric
∗-isomorphism A ∼= C0(X).

Exercise 3. Let A be a C∗-algebra. On the vector space M := An = A⊕ · · · ⊕A, define
a sesquilinear form M ×M → A by

(a|b) :=

n∑
i=1

a∗i bi.

(a) Show that for every T ∈ B(M), there exists at most one operator S ∈ B(M) such that
(Ta|b) = (a|Sb) for all a, b ∈ M . If such an S exists, T is called adjointable, and we
write S∗ = T .

(b) Show that the set Bad(M) ⊆ B(M) of adjointable operators together with the ∗-
operation T 7→ T ∗ is a C∗-algebra.

(c) For a ∈ Mn(A), define an operator La by La(b) = ab for b ∈ M . Show that La is
adjointable with ‖La‖ = ‖a‖.

(d) Show that the map Mn(A)→ Bad(M), a 7→ La is an injective ∗-homomorphism with
closed image.

Exercise 4. Let A = C or K(H) for some Hilbert space H. Show that the map τ :
K0(A)→ Z defined by

τ([p]− [q]) = tr(p)− tr(q)

is a well-defined group isomorphism.

Exercise 5. Compute K0(B(H)), for H an infinite-dimensional Hillbert space.


